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Bias Corrected PSD Estimation for an Adaptive Array
With Moving Interference
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Abstract—We address the issue of computing power spectral
density (PSD) estimates at the output of a beamforming sensor
array in the presence of strong moving interference. It is shown
that the time-varying spatial response of an adaptive beamformer
(“pattern rumble”) causes estimation bias in the PSD of both the
signal of interest (SOI) and noise. In applications such as radio
astronomy with stringent sensitivity requirements, even small
pattern variations can be problematic because the resulting higher
variance noise spectrum estimates make it impossible to detect
signals of interest which are many decibels below the noise floor.
Distortion in beam mainlobe shape also introduces errors in SOI
direction estimates. To overcome this problem, an extension of the
method described in Leshem et al., 2000, is developed which elim-
inates pattern-distortion-induced PSD bias and spatial response
errors over the long-term PSD averaging window. Both simulated
and real data experiments demonstrate algorithm effectiveness in
realizing an undistorted effective (average) beam spatial response
while maintaining a low noise floor level. This algorithm will
enable PSD estimation using multi-antenna sensors and adaptive
interference cancellation for radio astronomy, remote sensing, and
other sensitive radiometry applications where cancellation has not
been feasible.

Index Terms—Adaptive arrays, interference suppression, radio
astronomy, spectral analysis, space–time adaptive processing
(STAP).

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper considers the problem of using a sensor array
for nonparametric temporal power spectral density (PSD)

estimation of a weak signal of interest (SOI) in the presence of
background noise and strong moving interference. It is assumed
that the SOI direction of arrival is known and that the spatial
spectrum of the scene is not of interest beyond any necessary es-
timation required to remove the interference. It may also be nec-
essary to obtain an accurate estimate of the noise field PSD (not
including interference) in order to separate it from the SOI PSD,
as described below. This scenario is common in radio astronomy
(RA) where the goal is often to observe the spectral properties
of a faint deep-space object at a fixed direction and in a harsh
signal environment, and in passive remote sensing, where radio-
metric measurements are used to infer physical properties of a
distant scene.
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In the broad sense this problem falls into the category of
space–time adaptive processing (STAP) since both spatial and
temporal samples are used to estimate signal parameters of in-
terest [5], [6]. Due to the extremely low signal levels in typical
radiometric measurements, mainstream STAP algorithms used
for radar and wireless communications applications are not suit-
able here. We will also not undertake to develop an optimal tem-
poral-spatial estimator (e.g., in the ML sense) for the SOI PSD.
Rather, for practical reasons the development will consider an
architecture which separates the spatial and temporal processing
into distinct adaptive beamforming and PSD estimation steps as
illustrated in Fig. 1. We will discuss how this configuration in-
evitably leads to PSD estimation bias in the presence of non-
stationary interference and noise. We then develop a bias cor-
rection method which integrates the spatial and temporal pro-
cessing into a joint estimator which eliminates spectral corrup-
tion caused by adaptive interference cancellation.

One could use many candidate adaptive beamforming algo-
rithms for interference nulling in the architecture of Fig. 1. How-
ever, interference cancellation of necessity introduces variation
or distortion in the beamforming spatial pattern, particularly as
interference encroaches on the beam mainlobe [7]–[9]. It will
be shown analytically in Section III-B and experimentally in
Section IV that these beampattern distortions bias the SOI PSD
estimate.

In RA observation, the array in Fig. 1 may represent a planar
array of antennas at the focal plane of a large parabolic reflector
telescope dish. Array feeds are currently an active area of re-
search for radio astronomy because they offer the possibility
of adaptive interference cancellation while forming multiple si-
multaneous beams in different look directions near the dish’s
primary axis, and improved control over the dish illumination
pattern to reduce spillover noise as compared to conventional
horn feeds [10]–[16]. No operating radio telescope currently
uses a beamforming array feed in an adaptive interference can-
cellation mode. This is despite the fact that ubiquitous and trou-
blesome man-made interference often “blinds” the world’s pre-
mier radio telescopes and hinders important scientific observa-
tions. It has been preferable to lose some observation time, and
frequency bands, rather than draw false scientific conclusions
from corrupted on-sky beampatterns. The algorithm presented
here removes the effects of beampattern distortion when PSD
estimation is to be performed.

For RA, modest beamshape distortions, even in the pattern
sidelobes, can be unacceptable. A small pointing error or coma
(teardrop distortion) in the beam mainlobe can corrupt sensitive
calibrated measurements of the object brightness spatial distri-
bution. A more subtle undesirable effect is that pattern varia-
tions in a radiometer system translate directly to an increase
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the basic array PSD estimation system. The beamformer acts as a directional filter front-end for power spectral density estimation of
the source of interest (SIO) and noise. This configuration cannot simultaneously eliminate corruption from interference and avoid bias due to adaptive interference
cancellation. Fixed ground interferers appear to move relative to a deep space source due to Earth rotation.

in the minimum detectable signal level. Signals of interest can
have power levels 30 dB or more below the noise floor. Such
weak sources can only be observed by integrating the received
power for a long period (seconds, minutes, or even hours) to
obtain a low variance estimate of the sum of the signal and
noise powers. A low variance estimate of the background noise
power, obtained by switching the receiver input to a calibrated
noise source or by physically steering the antenna to point away
from the source, is subtracted from the signal-plus-noise esti-
mate [17]. For spectral line (narrowband) astronomical sources,
the signal may also be detectable as a spectrally nonflat pertur-
bation of the background noise PSD. In any of these observa-
tion modes, the system response to both signal and noise must
be stable to an extreme tolerance requirement over the full in-
tegration time. Variability in the antenna pattern decreases the
accuracy of the noise and signal-plus-noise power estimates and
as a result sensitivity is degraded. Mainlobe distortion perturbs
the estimated signal power, and sidelobe variability perturbs the
baseline noise power or PSD estimate. Since the noise field in
radio astronomy is nonisotropic due to variations in brightness
temperature of physical materials around the sensor array, or is
effectively nonisotropic due to blockage by reflector antennas,
even small variations in the sidelobe pattern can significantly
perturb the system noise response and cause intolerable estima-
tion bias.

In traditional, single-sensor radiometry, receiver gain fluc-
tuation also decreases sensitivity, and sophisticated calibration
schemes have been developed to achieve high stability. The pat-
tern rumble effect described here for an adaptive array system
has a similar adverse impact on sensitivity, but it is important to
note that this problem is fundamentally more difficult, because
pattern rumble perturbs the signal and noise responses differen-
tially. Since the signal and noise variances are additive in their
impact on the minimum detectable signal level, stable signal and
noise responses are equally important.

In the radio astronomy application, interference comes from
a wide range of sources, including downlink transmissions from
orbiting satellites, earthbound transmissions for mobile com-
munications, and fixed location broadcasts. Spectral bands have
been reserved by international regulatory bodies for unimpeded

RA observation of important emission lines, but as astronomers
seek more distant objects the associated red-shift drops these
signals out of the quiet bands into a crowded spectrum. Prob-
lematic transmission reported in the literature include, among
many others, the Russian GLONASS navigational satellite, the
IRIDIUM satellite phone system, aircraft traffic control radar,
aircraft DME navigation signals, and GSM and other mobile
phone base stations [18]–[26]. As astronomers build systems
for even lower frequency observation, digital television and FM
radio transmissions are an issue.

We present an algorithm for correcting spectral bias in PSD
estimation when using adaptive beamforming to cancel these
moving, man-made interference sources. Due to Earth rotation
and long integration times, even the fixed ground based emitters
appear to be moving relative to a deep space object of interest,
so they too satisfy the moving interference requirement. In some
RA observing scenarios, deep space objects other than the SOI
can be energetic enough to influence the measurements. These
cannot be cancelled with the proposed algorithm because their
fixed sky position exhibits no motion relative to the SOI. This
is not typically an issue with array feeds on a large parabolic
reflector since the dish itself provides a highly directional re-
sponse which deeply attenuates space sources outside the main
beam. Man-made sources, however, are often strong enough to
overwhelm the dish sidelobe attenuation.

One may ask whether existing constrained adaptive beam-
forming methods are adequate to eliminate beampattern rumble
bias in the RA PSD estimation. Classical methods include fixed-
point directional constraints, derivative constraints, eigenvector
constraints across a range of arrival angles, and quiescent pat-
tern constraints [8], [9], [27]–[32]. More recently a number of
promising robust adaptive beamformers have been introduced
which improve constraint performance in the presence of un-
certainty [33]–[36]. Each of these methods has some undesir-
able properties for our application. In all cases, the more ex-
tensive the constraint requirements, the more the available de-
grees of freedom needed for interference cancellation are re-
duced. None control the beampattern across all angles of arrival,
which is unacceptable since for precision radiometry the en-
tire pattern must be stable. As an example, we will demonstrate
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in Section IV that fixed-point directional constraints are inad-
equate for PSD estimation. Robust beamformers reduce sensi-
tivity to imprecise knowledge of the array manifold (calibration
error), inaccurate SOI direction estimates, interferer subspace
smearing due to motion, or sample covariance estimation error.
In nonrobust classical constrained beamformers, these problems
can lead to cancellation of the SOI and other instabilities. On
the other hand, in our application the pattern rumble that causes
PSD bias occurs even with exact calibration, perfect SOI DOA
information, and exact covariance matrices, so robust methods
offer no advantage. The interference canceling null itself can
change noise response (in a nonisotropic field) and sidelobe pat-
tern detail “rumbles” with interferer motion even in the robust
constrained beamformers.

We propose an approach which overcomes these limitations
by correcting for the averaged induced bias in the final PSD es-
timate rather than enforcing strict beamshape constraints while
canceling time varying interference. Leshem and van der Veen
introduced a bias correction method for radio astronomical syn-
thesis imaging [2]–[4]. Radio images are formed directly from
the long term integration (LTI) sample array covariance matrix,

[37]. In Leshem’s approach, spatial filtering based on a se-
ries of tracking short term integration (STI) subspace projection
operations was used to remove interference. But the projections
introduced spatial covariance bias error, so a correction step was
used to remove spatial bias (on average) over the full LTI.

The method of [2] can be adapted for temporal bias correc-
tion in array PSD estimation computed from the time series of an
adaptive beamformer output. The resultant PSD excludes inter-
ference components and has the same effective spatial response
with respect to SOI and noise as if a fixed, nonadaptive beam-
former were used and no interferers were present. This is pos-
sible if the SOI is stationary while interferers move during the
PSD LTI time window. It should be noted that although the LTI
PSD estimate can be corrected for beam distortion bias, the
method does not produce an unbiased beamformer time series
output .

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
mathematical models and basic algorithms used to analyze the
problem. Section III describes the subspace projection adaptive
beamformer approach and introduces the proposed bias correc-
tion algorithm. Algorithm bias is analyzed and an extension is
developed for overlapping STI windows and window mismatch
betweenarraycovarianceandPSDestimators.SectionIVdemon-
strates algorithm performance with both synthetic data simula-
tionexamplesandreal-worldexperiments.Observationsandcon-
cluding remarks are found in Section V. The Appendix defines
special notation, operators, and matrix algebraic identities.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND ESTIMATION PRELIMINARIES

Consider a element sensor array, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
which at time sample produces a length data vector

where is the SOI, is noise and is one of “detri-
mental” interfering sources. Vectors and are normalized

array responses to unit amplitude point sources in the far field at
directions corresponding to and respectively. Assume
that and are wide sense stationary random processes
and the SOI is spatially fixed relative to the array so that is con-
stant. On the other hand, both and are nonstationary
over the long term due to interferer motion. However, since in-
terference motion is relatively slow compared to the sample rate,
over time samples called the “short term integration (STI)”
window, the are approximately constant and the are
approximately wide sense stationary.

We define the time-dependent array autocorrelation matrix as

Due to approximate stationarity over an STI we may write

where is the STI index. The STI sample estimator of is
computed as

(1)

It is desired to estimate the temporal PSD of ,
, without the corrupting effect of inter-

ferers (here is the discrete-time Fourier transform with
respect to ). As illustrated in Fig. 1, we use a beamformer
steered to the SOI followed by a sample PSD estimator. Let the
beamformer output be

(2)

where is a weight vector computed for the th STI. A basic
PSD estimate can be formed from using Welch’s windowed
averaged periodogram [38], which can be expressed in matrix-
vector form as

(3)

where is the DFT window length, is the number of
overlapping samples in successive windows, vector

is the spectral shaping time window (e.g., Hamming),
is the DFT matrix where

and are row and column indices, and . Aver-
aging is computed over data windows, gross amplitude
bias due to is corrected by , and elements
of vector correspond to frequency bins. To the extent that

suppresses interferers in , is a viable estimator for
.
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For RA applications element wise, where sub-
scripts and denote noise and signal contributions to re-
spectively. In order to estimate , astronomers subtract a base-
line noise reference estimate computed from a separate data set
with matching statistics except for the absence of signal

can be obtained by temporarily steering the beam away
from the source and integrating over a very long LTI widow (10
s to 10 min. or longer) to reduce estimation error variance. For
an array feed operating with a large telescope reflector, this is
accomplished by physically re-pointing the dish, typically by
only a few beamwidths to avoid affecting the noise spectrum
and to reduce the time required. Since the major source of noise
field anisotropy is due to the reflector dish obscuring thermal
ground noise, this re-pointing causes little change in the noise
field seen by the array since the dish and array move together.

The signal spectrum can only be observed when sample error
standard deviation in both and is below in all fre-
quency bins of interest, and noise statistics have not changed
during either of the LTIs used to compute them. This requires
exceptional beamformer stability such that variations in over
all in the LTI do not affect the estimated noise power. Inter-
ferers must also be nulled in each STI to attenuate them well
below the noise floor or they will dominate .

III. BIAS CORRECTED ARRAY PSD ESTIMATION

A. Subspace Projection Adaptive Beamformer

Beamformer weights, , are computed using to track
and cancel interferers while steering a high gain mainlobe to-
ward the SOI. The beamformer must be updated each STI to
satisfy

at least approximately, where indicates nullspace. Any
number of adaptive algorithms (constrained and unconstrained)
can be considered, including linearly constraint minimum vari-
ance (LCMV), maximum SNR, subspace projection spatial fil-
tering, or robust beamformers [2], [7]–[9], [22], [27]–[33], [39],
but as mentioned, all will distort the quiescent (interference free)
beampattern to some degree. None can simultaneously achieve
deep interference nulling and beamshape control in both main-
lobe and sidelobes.

We will use the subspace projection approach to form

(4)

where is a deterministic fixed beamforming weight vector
with the desired quiescent beam response and is an estimate
of , the perpendicular subspace projection matrix for .
A calibrated array is assumed so that beamforming with pro-
duces the desired pattern to within acceptable error bounds. As-
suming interference dominates other signals and noise, one can
use the partitioned eigen decomposition approach and let

where contains the normalized eigenvectors corresponding
to the largest eigen values in the decomposition

such that . The number of in-
dependent interfering sources, , is either assumed known or
is estimated using a model order estimation method such as the
minimum description length algorithm [40].

B. PSD Estimator for Matched Window Sizes

When and so the FFT windows are nonover-
lapping and match the STI length, then exploiting symmetry of

and and using (1), (2), and (4) in (3) yields

(5)

Using properties 18–20 and operator definitions from the
Appendix, (5) can be expressed as

(6)
The important feature of this expression is that beamformer
weights have been factored out of the magnitude-squared com-
putation, and out of the summation. Thus we can deal with the
interference suppression and associated spectral bias induced
by projection before combining the antenna signals in the
beamformer. Using (1) and (2), the fixed beamforming Welch’s
PSD estimate (3) can be expressed in a form identical to (6) ex-
cept no term appears. Thus we identify as a
spectral bias term caused by the adaptive processing.

The special form of (6) facilitates recognizing similarities
with the bias correction scheme of Leshem and van der Veen
[2]–[4]. To compute an interference-free spatial array covari-
ance estimate, they averaged over spatially filtered STI covari-
ances

The bias corrected version is

where

(7)

Following this pattern, we use (7) in (6) to form the proposed
bias corrected array PSD estimator:

(8)
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Note that here we are not computing any covariance matrix
estimates (except previously to find the ). The term under
summation is essentially computing a separate interference-free
PSD estimate for each receiver channel, expanded in a Kro-
necker product form across channels. The term
combines the separate Kronecker channel PSDs after all data av-
eraging is completed to remove bias caused by the various
and to form the desired spatial beam response pattern.

Equation (8) is a convenient form for algorithm development
and to aid analysis of the bias (see the following section) but
it is not computationally efficient. The following formulation is
seen by inspection to be equivalent, and is more practical for
computer implementation:

(9)

where denotes the point one-dimensional fast
Fourier transform along matrix rows, .

Since its inverse must be computed, the method requires that
has a relatively low condition number (e.g., )

in order to obtain stable results for . This is assured if there
is sufficient interferer motion during the windows of the LTI.
The LTI time needed to yield a low depends on array
element spacing and aperture size, but an observation of a few
tens of seconds is typically adequate for Earth rotation apparent
motion of a fixed ground transmitter. Faster moving sources
such as man-made satellites satisfy the requirement over much
shorter LTI intervals. The computed can be used in
real-time as a switch to turn the bias correction algorithm on
and off.

C. Estimation Bias Analysis

1) Temporal-Spectral Bias: We now present an approxima-
tion analysis showing that the proposed PSD estimator does not
introduce spectral bias through its adaptive spatial processing.
Assume that interferer motion is deterministic and relatively
slow (e.g., satellite orbital motion) so that may be treated as
deterministic under expectation and constant over an STI. Fur-
ther assume that interference dominates the pre-beamforming
signal environment and order estimation for is correct so that

with small estimation error. The random compo-
nent of is due entirely to noise induced sample estimation
error in , which is proportional to . This is very small
relative to the deterministic part of which arises form inter-
ferer and array geometry. The bias of concern is due entirely
to this dominant, deterministic, interference-canceling compo-
nent of which distorts the beampatterns to cancel interfer-
ence. The small sample error terms contribute only negligibly
to beamshape variation. Therefore a simplifying approximate
treatment assuming is deterministic is justified, and provides
insight into the dominant characteristics of the algorithm.

Define an interference-free array data sample
, and corresponding FFT data window matrix

.
Accurate estimation of implies that interference
components are attenuated to insignificant levels so

. It is the product which
causes the undesired projection biasing of signal and noise
components which must be corrected.

Taking the stated approximations into account, the expected
value of the proposed estimator (8) is

(10)

where we have substituted (7) for and exploited the wide
sense stationarity of and so dependence of
on is removed under the expectation. This enabled factoring
the summation term out of the expectation to cancel with .
Thus (10) has no dependence on adaptive canceling projection
matrices, .

Now consider the conventional fixed beamformer PSD esti-
mator for the case of no interference. Equation (3) can be written
as

Taking the expected value and applying matrix product proper-
ties from the Appendix leads to

(11)
which matches (10). The important point is that given our
assumptions, the bias corrected , computed in the
presence of interference, has the same value as which
was computed under conditions of no interference and fixed
beamforming weights. The proposed algorithm adds no pattern
rumble bias. The only remaining bias terms in (10) or (11)
are the well known finite length windowing effects in Welch’s
PSD due to , and fixed directional gain dependencies due to
beamforming with .

2) Spatial Bias: The constant beampattern for a fixed weight
conventional beamformer is

(12)

where is the array manifold or array response vector due to
a unit amplitude far field point source at . On the other hand,
for adaptive beamformers, is time-varying (over ) and the
instantaneous beampattern can change with each STI window
in response to interferer motion.

Since is computed as a long-term average, we are inter-
ested in the cumulative effect of the varying on the direc-
tional response seen through . We therefore define an “effec-
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tive beampattern” magnitude squared directional response over
the LTI as

(13)

where the subscripts indicate the PSD estimate is evaluated
at baseband dc (i.e., select the first FFT bin of vector ,
which corresponds to the radio frequency band center), and
with sample data, , replaced by an , noise-free probe
signal at bearing . In evaluating , all , and are
first computed and stored using the observed, interference and
noise corrupted data samples, . PSD is then recomputed
as in (8), using these stored data dependent beamforming terms

and , but replacing with the angle probe signal,
. The effective beampattern is the angle dependent scale

factor imposed by the adaptive PSD estimator, including effects
of both the time varying beamforming and averaging over the
LTI.

For uncorrected adaptive beamformers, assuming ,
, and substituting (5) into (13) yields

which is simply the average over all STIs of the magnitude
squared fixed beampattern for each . Using the bias corrected
PSD, , of (8) in (13) gives

(14)

which is equal to the squared magnitude of the conventional
fixed beampattern in (12). Thus the proposed algorithm removes
spatial bias in the PSD estimate caused by interference can-
celing adaptive subspace projection beamforming. This result
is easily extended to the overlapping arbitrary window size case
discussed in the following section.

D. Arbitrary Window Sizes

Requiring that and is often too restrictive
for a practical PSD estimation application. Overlapping FFT
windows with or is common prac-
tice and improves performance when tapered windows (e.g.,
Hamming or Hanning) are used to reduce spectral leakage and
sidelobe levels. Note that STI windows do not overlap. Also,
the number of FFT bins, , needed to achieve the desired spec-
tral resolution may be smaller or larger than the length STI
window used to compute . This is because is tied to
the interference stationarity time and so is typically indepen-
dent of the desired spectral bin size. With , multiple
distinct beamformer weights may be applied across the th

sample FFT window.

We will impose one restriction on window sizes and align-
ment. All STI window boundaries must fall on integer submul-
tiples of samples within any FFT window. Let each FFT
window be partitioned into , length , subwindows such
that all STI boundaries fall on some subwindow boundary. For
example, if where is an integer, , and

, then the non overlapping STIs are twice as long as
the FFT windows, which overlap by 50%. In this case ,
subwindows are long, and the th FFT may be spanned
by a single STI (since ) or by two STIs when an STI
boundary falls at the midpoint of window .

In this case in (3) becomes

(15)

The expression for in (15) selects the appropriate STI window
(and corresponding projection and beamformer weight )
which overlaps the th subwindow of the th FFT. Note that
can be constant over several adjacent subwindows. The two zero
matrices align in to correspond the samples of
which constitute the th subwindow. Thus is a selection
matrix which zeros out all columns of not corresponding
to subwindow . Substituting these definitions and (4) into (3)
yields

(16)

Using properties from the Appendix and accounting for all cross
product terms among sub-windows under the magnitude square
leads to an arbitrary window size version of (6)

(17)

The bias corrected PSD estimator is then

(18)

where
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Fig. 2. Beampattern variation over time for each� in the LTI using the LCMV adaptive beamformer with three mainlobe constraints.

IV. RESULTS

A. Numerical Simulation Experiments

This section presents experiments using a seven element half
wavelength spaced uniform line array. The source of interest
was stationary, at a bearing of 5 . The true SOI PSD, , is
seen below in Fig. 6 and consists of a narrowband CW term
at , and a structured broadband component span-
ning . The broadband signal was synthe-
sized by filtering a baseband white complex circular Gaussian
random sequence with a complex 81 tap FIR multiband filter.
Total power integrated across all frequencies of the broadband
SOI component was 4.6 dB below total noise power, and the
CW narrowband component was 39 dB below noise.

Two moving interferers were observed with initial bearings of
and 40 , moving at and degrees per

sample, respectively. Both interferers were sinusoidally swept
FM signals with bandwidths of and , at center fre-
quencies of and , respectively. Interfer-
ence to noise total power ratios were 12 dB and 10 dB, so that
the stronger interferer was 16.6 dB above the SOI.

All experiments except those in Section IV-A3 use the ar-
bitrary window size algorithm of (18). This was required due
to overlapping FFT windows, which also differed form the STI
length of samples. FFT windows were half that size at

samples, and the window overlap was . The
full LTI window includes samples, Noise was zero mean
complex Gaussian, and both spatially (across array elements)
and temporally (across time samples) white.

1) Performance Comparisons: The synthesized data were
processed with five different combined beamformer-PSD esti-
mation methods. All but the proposed bias corrected algorithm
used a conventional windowed, averaged periodogram (Welch’s
algorithm) at the beamformer output.

• Fixed weight conventional beamformer. Weight vector
was set equal to the array response for a unit amplitude
plane wave signal arriving from the SOI direction. This is
equivalent to using the source steering vector with rect-
angular window shading, or the conjugate field matched
beamformer. This method will not cancel interferers, but
serves as a baseline for comparison with the adaptive
beamformers to gauge interference attenuation, noise floor
bias, and beampattern distortion.

• Single constraint LCMV. A single unit magnitude response
constraint is placed at the SOI direction of arrival.

• LCMV with three mainlobe constraints. Constraints were
placed at the SOI nominal peak response direction and at
the two 6 dB beamwidth points.

• Subspace projection beamforming. STI beamforming
weights, were computed as in (4).

• Bias corrected subspace projection. This proposed method
used the arbitrary sized, overlapping window formulation
of (18).

Figs. 2 and 3 present the beamformer pattern evolution over
time (i.e., over STI index ) produced by the three constraint
LCMV and subspace projection beamformers respectively. The
underlying adaptive processor in the proposed algorithm is sub-
space projection beamforming, so Fig. 3 also represents the in-
stantaneous beampattern for the new algorithm. This time vari-
ation is corrected, on average, to match a fixed conventional
beampattern. Note that in both plots, two nulls track interferer
motion, cutting diagonally across the plot from left to right. For
the early STIs both interferers are in the sidelobes so the main-
lobe steered to 5 in Fig. 3 appears undistorted. However, in
the later STIs the left-hand interferer encroaches on the main-
lobe, producing significant distortion and raising the sidelobe
levels. The LCMV patterns remain stable in the central main-
lobe through all STIs due to the shape constraints. This seems
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Fig. 3. Beampattern variation over time for each � in the LTI using subspace projection beamforming.

Fig. 4. PSD estimates over the full LTI. A signal of interest with spectrum
shown in Fig. 6 is present, along with two broadband interferers, centered at
� � ����� and � � ����.

promising, but as we will see below, the overall performance of
LCMV is inadequate.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the five different resulting PSD estimates,
. Curves were normalized to present equal response to the

SOI so that differences in the output signal-to-noise-plus-in-
terference ratio (SINR) are easily identified. As expected, the
conventional beamformer was completely ineffective in sup-
pressing interference, but has a low noise floor outside interfer-
ence bands. Subspace projection without bias correction effec-
tively excised interference, but due to beamshape distortions the
noise floor is seen to rise. This masks weak signals of interest,
like the SOI narrowband component at , even if they
are outside of the interference spectrum. In addition to a raised

Fig. 5. Expanded view of Fig. 4 shows bias corrected PSD eliminates inter-
ference, accurately estimates signal level and structure while keeping the noise
floor low.

noise level, increased estimation error variance introduces in-
stability in the noise baseline estimate used in weak signal de-
tection. Single constraint LCMV had a lower beamshape-distor-
tion-induced noise level, but did not fully cancel the interferer.
This is due to the optimization tradeoff between output noise
power and interference power to achieve the minimum variance
criterion. Despite the stable mainlobe of Fig. 2, the triple con-
straint LCMV performs very poorly overall. The interferer that
spans the SOI spectrum is hardly attenuated, and the noise floor
rises even higher than subspace projection.

The proposed bias corrected algorithm curves show this
method maintains the low noise floor of the fixed beamformer
while effectively canceling interferers. Only this curve reveals
the true structure of , including the low level broadband
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Fig. 6. Comparison of bias corrected, noise baseline removed, SOI PSD ��

with the true � . Large dB deviation between the estimated and true values
outside the main spectral band is due to log scale representation of the true near
zero value and the sample error dominated estimate.

pedestal, the broadband ripples, and the CW narrowband com-
ponent. For this simulation scenario the correction matrices
were of size 49 49, and , , .
With this low condition number due to interferer motion over
the LTI, the matrix inversion of (18) produced a stable corrected
PSD estimate,

Fig. 6 compares the noise-baseline-removed PSD estimate of
the SOI, , with the true . The proposed algo-
rithm was used to compute , which is seen in the “Bias cor-
rected subspace” curve of Fig. 4. Baseline noise estimate, ,
is from an independent realization of interference and noise
using the same parameter settings as above, but with no SOI.
The beamformer was steered to 20 to look away from the SOI
direction. The match between and is excellent, though
due to differencing two estimators, the baseline variance dou-
bles as expected, compared to , in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 plots the effective beampatterns, , of the various
methods. Single constraint LCMV and uncorrected subspace
projection exhibit severe distortion due to adaptively canceling
the interference, and thus users could not trust the PSD results to
have come from the assumed directional beampattern. Though
the triple constraint LCMV central mainlobe matches the fixed
beamformer response, sidelobe patterns are unacceptably high.
Also, no interference cancellation at all was provided as the left-
most interferer moved into the mainlobe regions. The bias cor-
rected subspace projection PSD effective beampattern, ,
is indistinguishable from the quiescent pattern produced by con-
ventional fixed beamforming. This confirms the claim of beam-
pattern bias correction in terms of its effect in the end product
PSD estimate.

2) Motion Rate Dependence: Fig. 8 illustrates how algorithm
performance degrades if interferer motion rate falls below some
lower limit, or exceeds an upper bound. If motion is insufficient
over the full LTI, then is ill conditioned and cannot be in-
verted as required. In this case, which can be detected by com-
puting a condition number for , The LTI should be increased

Fig. 7. Effective beam response patterns across the full LTI for each PSD es-
timator. Note the bias corrected subspace beamformer PSD has a completely
undistorted effective beampattern, and overlays the conventional quiescent re-
sponse.

Fig. 8. Bias corrected PSD estimation performance for three interferer motion
rates. Too slow motion causes instability in bias correction. Too rapid motion
causes incomplete interference cancellation. Upper and lower curves are man-
ually offset by 1 dB from the middle curve to reveal detail.

by raising , or bias correction should be disabled. If motion
is too rapid then the signal is not approximately stationary over
an STI window. Subspace smearing occurs and the do not
fully cancel interference. In this case the STI length should
be reduced.

The actual upper and lower bounds depend on a number of
factors, including motion geometry relative to array shape, array
maximum aperture (distance between outermost elements), op-
erational frequency, LTI length, , , and Q. Fig. 8 presents
an illustrative example matching the scenario of Figs. 2–7 ex-
cept that only one interferer was present (at , begin-
ning at bearing 45 ) and its motion rate was varied. The middle
curve shows baseline PSD estimation performance for a mod-
erate motion rate of degrees per second, which pro-
duced , , . Motion was reduced
by small steps until noise floor instability was just noticeable at
a rate of degrees per second, as seem in the bottom
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TABLE I
PSD ESTIMATION BIAS AND VARIANCE AT TWO FREQUENCIES

curve. This is caused by a high condition number for the correc-
tion matrix, i.e., . The interferer just begins
to bleed through the subspace projection filter at de-
grees per second in the upper curve, and .
For this signal scenario and algorithm parameter settings the al-
gorithm performs well over a range of more than two orders of
magnitude in interference motion rate.

3) Estimation Variance: Table I presents an evaluation of
variance for the proposed PSD estimator via Monte Carlo trial
simulations. As above, a seven element spaced uniform line
array was used for narrowband operation with data synthesized
at complex baseband and the beamformer mainlobe steered to

. The noise floor spectrum was estimated in the presence
of one strong interferer and no signal of interest. The Gaussian
unit variance noise was temporally white and spatially isotropic
(rather than the spatially i.i.d. noise used above). Interference
was a swept FM bandpass source centered at with a
bandwidth of at an INR of 20 dB. Interferer motion rate
was degrees per sample in a zigzag pattern between

and , which periodically cuts into the beam mainlobe.
Table I results are from 250 Monte Carlo trials, each with an
LTI of length samples. A different noise realization and
randomized interference initial bearing angle were used for each
trial. STI and FFT lengths were , nonoverlapping.
Columns in the table labeled are for an FFT bin in the
center of the interference spectrum, while is a noise bin,
uncorrupted by interference.

Bias is computed relative to the known true PSD for noise
only (no interference) using the conventional beamformer. The
conventional beamformer results show low bias and variance
outside the interferer band, but it completely fails at
due to high bias from the uncanceled interferer. Subspace pro-
jection exhibits moderately high bias across the band, so even
frequencies outside the interference spectrum are affected. The
bias corrected algorithm has very low bias and estimation vari-
ance at both frequencies, with levels on the same order achieved
by the conventional beamformer at alone.

B. Real Data Experiments

This section presents results from an experiment with a seven
element L-band ( 1600 MHz) array feed mounted at the focal
plane of a three meter diameter parabolic dish. This test plat-
form is part of the Brigham Young University (BYU) Very Small
Array (VSA) located on the roof of the engineering building.
The VSA includes seven similar dishes and is used for initial ex-
perimental evaluation of signal processing algorithms for radio
astronomical applications. Fig. 9 shows the antenna system and
hexagonal array feed. Thickened dipole elements are used for
wider bandwidth operation, and inter-element spacing of 0.6

Fig. 9. The array feed test platform. a) Feed array mounted on three meter dish
reflector. b) Close-up of seven element feed.

wavelength provides a “fully sampled” array [14], [41]. Devel-
opment of the BYU array is reported in [42] and [43].

The array RF front-end consists of a custom designed seven
channel co-phased dual conversion receiver. Its 3.0 MHz inter-
mediate frequency output channels are bandpass sub-sampled at
1.25 Msamples/s with synchronous 12 bit analog to digital con-
verters. Sampled data are streamed in real time to a RAID array
of high speed hard drives. This data acquisition system is ca-
pable of sampling and streaming to disc up to 20 channels, and
of sample rates up to 10 Msamples/s per channel. Recorded data
were post-processed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.) to imple-
ment a complex basebanding digital receiver with band selec-
tion filtering and sample rate decimation for each channel. The
beamforming and PSD estimation algorithms were also imple-
mented in MATLAB.

For these experiments two RF sources with an initial apparent
separation of 10 and clear lines-of-sight to the receiver dish
were located on the roof of an adjacent taller building. The 3 dB
full beamwidth of the dish with array feed is approximately 6 .
One stationary source represented the space SOI with a low
power ( 110 dBm) CW narrowband tone at 1.5713 GHz. The
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Fig. 10. Observed moving interference power at the array feed versus time.
This is computed by estimating the array covariance for each successive 1024
sample data window, and then plotting the largest eigenvalue for that window.
The second eigenvalue (not plotted) was relatively constant, and more than 35
dB below the peak plotted value.

array fed receiver dish was steered to place this source in its
boresight. The signal was transmitted through a calibrated stan-
dard gain horn (13 dB gain) which was aimed at the receiver
dish and aligned in polarization with the array dipoles. Distance
to the receiver dish was 78.5 m.

The second source represented man-made interference with
an FM modulated signal, also centered at 1.5713 GHz, but with a
bandwidth of 70 kHz. A handheld single dipole served as the in-
terference transmit antenna, and motion was realized by slowly
walking along the edge of the roof toward the source of interest
while carrying both the signal generator and antenna. The 10
span was covered in approximately 45 seconds. Initial distance
to the receiver was 87 m. A transmit power level of 35 dBm
insured that interference dominated the SOI even when interfer-
ence was in the dish sidelobe pattern. Fig. 10 shows the relative
received interference power level over the array as a function
of time, calculated as the largest eigenvalue of the array covari-
ance matrix. Significant fine-scale fluctuations due primarily to
fast multipath fading are evident. The large power increase near
22 seconds is due to the interferer entering the dish mainlobe
response. This figure suggests that over any interval of a few
seconds there was sufficient variation in the interference array
subspace, and thus in , to insure that has low condition
number as required by the bias correction algorithm.

Figs. 11 and 12 present performance comparisons between
1) the proposed bias corrected array PSD estimator, and
Welch’s PSDs computed from the outputs of three different
beamformers; 2) a nonadaptive conventional beamformer;
3) the single constraint LCMV beamformer; and 4) uncorrected
subspace projection as in (4). The array was calibrated in the
boresight direction by observing a strong CW source with no
interference and computing the resulting sample array covari-
ance matrix, averaged over 50 ms. An eigen decomposition
of this matrix was computed, and the eigenvector associated
with the largest eigenvalue was taken to be the normalized

Fig. 11. PSD estimates for � � � to 15 seconds of array feed data. a) The
conventional beamformer PSD fails to resolve the signal of interest (SOI) due
to dominant interference. The analog receiver IF filter bandpass is seen in the
shape of the noise floor. b) Detail near the SOI showing the bias corrected PSD
has the same noise floor level as the nonadaptive conventional beamformer.

calibration array response, , to the SOI. We set the quiescent
beamformer weight vector to . Curves in Figs. 11 and 12
were normalized to have identical SOI response to remove the
effect of any calibration errors in the comparisons, and to make
difference in signal to noise ratios clear in the plots. Parameters

, , , and were set the same as in Sections IV-A–IV-A2.
Figs. 11 and 12 each present PSDs computed from 15 sec-

onds of data. In both cases the SOI is completely obscured by
interference when using the nonadaptive conventional beam-
former, but is revealed by all three of the adaptive processors.
Both the bias corrected subspace method and regular subspace
projection lead to lower residual interference than LCMV.
This is because LCMV devotes some degrees of freedom
to reducing total variance, including noise power, instead of
suppressing interference only, as with the subspace projection
methods. Correction matrix condition was
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Fig. 12. PSD estimates covering � � �� to 30 seconds. This time interval
includes higher interference power levels (as seen in Fig. 10) due to the source
entering the nominal dish beampattern main lobe. None of the cancellation
methods reduced interference to the noise floor level, but the SOI is clearly
observable.

and in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, over
, . This indicates more than sufficient interferer

motion for bias correction. The most important feature of the
plots is that without bias correction, LCMV and subspace
projection have lower signal to noise-plus-interference ra-
tios, as seen by their raised noise floors. The increased noise
level is caused by beam pattern rumble due to time-varying
interference cancellation. Bias corrected subspace projection
has, on average over the PSD long term integration, corrected
these distortions, and thus its noise floor matches that of the
conventional beamformer.

V. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new method for sensor array power
spectral density estimation which eliminates the bias caused by
beampattern variations arising from adaptive array interference
cancellation. These biases are problematic in applications like
radio astronomy where a stable spatial response pattern is as
important as maximizing the instantaneous signal to interfer-
ence-plus-noise ratio. Simulated and real data experiments have
demonstrated algorithm effectiveness with multiple interfering
sources, high interference to signal ratios, both narrowband and
broadband SOIs, bare arrays with isotropic element responses,
and array feeds operating at the focal plane of a reflector dish.

The method does require that interferers exhibit significant
motion relative to the SOI over the PSD long-term integration
timeframe, but Earth rotation in radio astronomical observing
scenarios is typically adequate to meet this requirement. We also
reiterate that the proposed method will not produce a bias cor-
rected, interference cancelled beamformer output time series,
but rather corrects pattern distortion bias on average over the
long term integration time of a PSD estimation. A new approach
would be needed, if it is even possible, to perform bias correc-
tion on a sample-by-sample basis for time-critical applications
like pulsar transient analysis in radio astronomy.

For very sensitive calibrated detection and scientific measure-
ment observations such as radio astronomy it is hoped that the
proposed method will help overcome the inertia which impedes
adoption of critically needed interference canceling methods.
The demonstrated stability of the effective beampattern and low
variance noise spectrum estimation without raising the noise
floor bias are attractive features which argue for adoption in in-
terference dominated radio astronomical observing scenarios.

We are currently preparing for experiments in conjunction
with the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)
Green Bank to mount a 19 element array feed on a 20 m
diameter telescope to perform PSD estimation with the pro-
posed algorithm. This will enable performance evaluation with
real-world interference as seen at the observatory in a true
deep-space object observing scenario. We are also studying
algorithm modifications that would permit PSD bias correc-
tion with LCMV and other adaptive array algorithms besides
subspace projection. This is desirable since each algorithm
performs somewhat differently, and one may be preferred over
another in a particular signal scenario.

APPENDIX

The following notation, operators and identities have been
used in the paper:

1) : bold, lower case denotes a column vector.
2) : bold, upper case denotes a matrix.

.
3) : DFT based power spectral density vector for finite

length random sequence . This notation is an exception
to rule (2).

4) , , : italic, nonbold, Roman or Greek denotes a scalar
quantity.

5) , , : vector of ones, and identity
and zero matrices respectively.

6) : Expected value of random .
7) : Floor operation, rounding toward zero.
8) : transpose of .
9) : complex conjugate of .

10) : complex conjugate (Hermitian) transpose of .
11) : estimate of .
12) : element-wise magnitude squared.

13) ...
. . .

... , Kronecker product.

14) , Khatri–Rao product.

15) ...
. . .

... , element-wise,

or Hadamard product.
16) : diagonal matrix formed with on the diagonal.
17) and .
18) .
19) .
20) .
21) .
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